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SUMMARY
Tipping-over and slipping, which are related to zero moment
point (ZMP) and frictional constraint respectively, are the
two most common instability forms of biped robotic walking.
Conventional criterion of stability is not sufficient in some
cases, since it neglects frictional constraint or considers
translational friction only. The goal of this paper is to fully
address frictional constraints in biped walking and develop
corresponding stability criteria. Frictional constraints for
biped locomotion are first analyzed and then the method
to obtain the closed-form solutions of the frictional force
and moment for a biped robot with rectangular and circular
feet is presented. The maximum frictional force and moment
are calculated in the case of ZMP at the center of contact
area. Experiments with a 6-degree of freedom active walking
biped robot are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the
stability analysis.
KEYWORDS: Stability; Biped walking; Frictional constraint; Legged robot; Modular robot.

1. Introduction
Unilateral constraint and underactuation at the supporting
foot are the inherent characteristics of biped locomotion,
and the root cause behind its instability.3 Tipping-over
and slipping are usually the two most common forms of
instability related to zero moment point (ZMP) and frictional
constraint respectively.
It is well known that ZMP is defined as the point on the
ground at which the horizontal moment of ground reaction
force equals to zero.18 If the ZMP is within the convex hull
of all contact points between the foot and the ground, then
the biped robot will not fall and it is possible for the robot
to walk.3, 7, 8, 14, 17, 18 Nearly 40 years have elapsed since the
ZMP was first introduced to the scientific community.19 This
criterion has been widely used for stability evaluation of
most biped walking and humanoid robots. In this criterion
the frictional constraint is usually ignored, or just assumed
to be sufficiently large to prevent the robot from slipping.3, 20
However, considering only ZMP is not sufficient in some
cases, for example, biped locomotion on slippery ground or
* Corresponding author. e-mail: ysguan@scut.edu.cn
† Also with the Department of Computing Science, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada, T6G 2E8.
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walking in special gaits with rotation about the supporting
foot.6, 12 Kajita et al.11 pointed out that the ZMP cannot be
used in three circumstances, among which is the foot sliding
on the ground. Chiou et al.1 carried out gait trials for humans
and reported that 60.9% slips were more likely to occur
when subjects were negotiating a turning path, or on oily
surface. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the frictional
constraint for biped walking.
A few works have also investigated the frictional
constraint. Kajita et al.10 presented a method to generate
walking pattern for a low-friction floor. The basic idea is
to reduce the required friction between the humanoid foot
and the floor by redesigning the walking pattern. Focus was
only on translational slipping, without paying any attention
to rotational slipping. However, when swinging leg moves
forward in conventional biped gait or the whole body rotates
about the supporting foot in special biped gait,6, 12 angular
momentum with respect to the supporting foot would be
produced, and there would be a rotational trend about
the vertical axis of the ankle joint (perpendicular to the
ground). Dahmen et al.2 have found that the translational
and rotational motions are coupled together under the action
of friction, and rotational slipping would occur much more
likely than pure translational slipping. Zhu and Kawamura22
discussed frictional constraints in biped walking. However,
the pressure distribution model should be complemented and
general solution for frictional force and twisting moment
should be presented. Clearly, slipping with rotation cannot
be ignored.
In the pushing and grasping manipulation of manipulators,
the study of frictional constraints is an important issue. The
contacts are usually modeled as three force components
without moments or with only one moment about the
normal local surface. In these cases, the pressure distribution
is axially symmetrical,9 such as the Hertzian distribution,
which means that the frictional force and moment are
functions of radius of rotation only. Goyal and Ruina4, 5
investigated the net frictional force and moment between
a rigid body and a planar surface which is sliding through
the use of the limit surface and Zhukovskill’s moment
function methods. Pang and Trinkle13, 16 studied the stability
characterizations of systems of rigid bodies initially at rest
and in unilateral contact, and concluded that the contact
stability can be determined in a strongly stable sense when
the friction is assumed to be sufficiently large, and in a
weakly stable sense without this assumption. These works are
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Fig. 1. (Colour online) The biped robot and its kinematic diagram.

valuable for stability study for biped walking with frictional
constraints.
The direct motivation and application of our stability study
in this paper lies in our recently developed biped robot.
We have developed a novel biped actively walking robot by
modularity method with only 6-degree of freedom (DoF).6
The biped robot consists of six 1-DoF joint modules and
two wheels as two feet, as shown in Fig. 1. With only a
few active degrees of freedom and kinematics different from
those of conventional humanoid and biped legs, this robot
fulfills active biped walking in special gaits. Two basic gaits
for this robot are the turning-around gait and the foot–wheel
hybrid gait, which are characterized by rotation about the
vertical axis of the supporting foot, and where instability in
terms of tipping-over and (translational/rotational) slipping
may occur during walking. A similar biped robot can be
found in ref. [12], and the same instability may take place. To
evaluate the stability and generate efficient walking pattern
for such systems and other biped or humanoid robots, ZMP,
the frictional constraints, and the relationship between these
must be investigated.

2. Stability of Biped Locomotion
In biped walking, only one foot (in the single supporting
phase) or both feet (in the dual supporting phase) make
contact with the ground. Contact interface and modeling
depend on the nature of the foot and the ground, including
their physical properties, contact deformation, and applied
force. In order to analyze the contact force and moment
for biped locomotion, rigid body model is usually used.15
However, the concept of perfect rigidity must be laid aside
and the contact points are assumed to be infinite. It is
also assumed that the plane of the bodies deformation to
the applied pressure and the amount of deformation are
proportional to the pressure, the surface of contact still
remaining a plane.
For point contact, the simplest and the most frequently
used analytical model is the Coulomb friction model. By
the Coulomb model, frictional force is independent of the
velocity magnitude of the contact point but proportional to the
normal pressure, and its direction is opposite to the velocity
direction of the contact point. Then with the integration
method, the resultant of the contact force and moment are
calculated.15
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Fig. 2. Force and moment on the supporting foot.

There are usually two kinds of foot shapes for biped and
humanoid robots, which are the rectangular foot and the
circular foot. Hence, we will investigate the rectangular and
circular contact for biped locomotion.
2.1. Reaction force and moment, ZMP and fall
The biped robot is assumed as a multi-body dynamic system.
During the single support phase, the force and moment acting
on the foot by the ankle joint can be deduced with the
Recursive Newton–Euler algorithm, which is the simplest
and the most efficient algorithm for this work. F  and M  are
vectors of the generalized force and moment acting on the
foot by the ankle joint at point o1 , as shown in Fig. 2.
It is obvious that the resultant external forces F e and
moments M eo at point o exerted on the foot are
F e = m0 g + F  ,
M eo = oo1 × F  + M  ,

(1)

respectively, where o is the reference point, m0 is the mass
of the foot, and g is the gravity acceleration.
If the supporting foot is at rest on the ground, then the
equation of equilibrium can be written as
F + F e = 0,
M o + M eo = 0,

(2)

where F and M o are the resultant reaction forces and
moments to the foot from the ground respectively.
The resultant ground reaction forces and moments can be
divided into two groups. One group includes Fz , Mox , and
Moy and the other includes Fx , Fy , and Moz . While the first
group determines whether the biped will tip over or not, the
second group determines whether the biped will slip or not.
Assume point p is the ZMP, and the moment exerting on
it is M p , as shown in Fig. 2. It is easy to obtain
M p = M o − op × F.

(3)

By the definition of ZMP, we easily get
px = −Moy /Fz , py = Mox /Fz ,

(4)

where (px , py ) is the coordinate of the ZMP, Mox and Moy
are the X-axis and Y -axis components of M o respectively,
and Fz is the Z-axis component of F.
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If the ZMP is within the convex hull of all contact points
between the foot and the ground, the possibility of tip over
of the biped robot is eliminated.3 In the case of circular foot
with radius R, this condition can be expressed as

and for rectangular foot, the normal pressure distribution is
expressed as



px2 + py2 ≤ R,



3 Moy
3 Mox
Fz
− 2
x+ 2
y+1
ρ(x, y) =
4lw
l Fz
w Fz


3py
Fz 3px
=
x+ 2 y+1 .
4lw l 2
w

(12)

and in the case of rectangular foot with length 2l and width
2w, this condition can be expressed as

−l ≤ px ≤ l
.
−w ≤ py ≤ w

(5)

2.2. The normal pressure distribution
In order to investigate frictional constraints, the distribution
of normal pressure should be determined according to the
contact model. The Hertzian contact theory, the law of
uniform distribution, and the law of linear distribution are the
most used models for normal pressure distribution.15, 22 But
the first two models cannot present the horizontal moment.
Therefore, the linear distribution is applied here, that is,
ρ(x, y) = ax + by + ρo ,

(6)

where a, b, and ρo are constants, and (x, y) is the coordinate
of the contact point.
The resultant of the normal contact forces will be equal to

Fz =

(ax + by + ρo )dxdy,

(7)



where  is the contact area between the supporting foot and
the ground. The resultant moments in X- and Y -axes are
produced only by normal pressure, and are equal to

Mox =

(ax + by + ρo )ydxdy,




(8)

Moy = −

(ax + by + ρo )xdxdy.

From Eqs. (7) and (8), for circular foot, we can get
a = −4Moy /πR , b = 4Mox /πR , ρo = Fz /πR , (9)
4

2

and for rectangular foot, we have
a = −3Moy /4l 3 w, b = 3Mox /4lw3 , ρo = Fz /4lw. (10)
Therefore, for circular foot the normal pressure
distribution is expressed as


Fz
4 Mox
4 Moy
x
+
y
+
1
−
πR 2
R 2 Fz
R 2 Fz

py
px
Fz
(11)
=
R 2 x + R 2 y + 1 ,
2
πR

ρ(x, y) =

2
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2.3.1. Translation. For one-dimensional frictional constraint, which corresponds to sliding without rotation, the
frictional force and moment have nothing to do with the
shape of the contact area. The frictional force acting on the
element area is
dF = μρ(x, y)dxdy,

2
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(13)

where μ is the coefficient of friction. Since all elements of
the frictional force have the same direction, the total force of
friction is


dF =
μρ(x, y)dxdy = μFz .
(14)
F =




The system of element forces is a set of parallel forces, and
the magnitude of each force is independent of the direction.
The equivalent single force passes through a fixed point of
the base whatever be the direction of the friction. This point
will be called the center of friction. Let xf and yf be its
coordinates. Then the moment of F about the origin is
M = xf F sin θ − yf F cos θ,



4

2.3. Frictional constraints
Once the external force and moment are applied to the foot,
the foot has tendency toward sliding, which will produce
frictional force and moment. When the frictional force and
moment are less than the limits of the frictional force and
moment, the foot will not slide; otherwise slipping will take
place and the stable state is broken. It is our aim to obtain
closed-form solutions of the limits of the frictional force and
moment for rectangular and circular contacts.

(15)

where θ is the angle between the force F and the X-axis of
the coordinate.
The moment of dF acting at the point (x, y) about the
origin is xdF sin θ − ydF cos θ. Therefore, the moment of
the whole system of frictional force is

M=

(xdF sin θ − ydF cos θ).

(16)



According to Eqs. (4) and (7), the above moment becomes
M = μFz px sin θ − μFz py cos θ.

(17)

Comparing Eqs. (14), (15), and (17), we get
xf = px , yf = py ,
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with the following relationship
Moz = MCoR − yc Fx − xc Fy .

(21)

It is clear from Eqs. (19) to (21) that the frictional forces
Fx and Fy , the moments MCoR and Moz are functions of
the CoR and the pressure distribution. According to the fact
that the frictional force and moment are coupled,2, 22 we can
calculate these by assuming that the frictional force is equal
to the external force. If the normal pressure distribution,
the contact area, the coefficient of friction, Fxe , and Fye are
known, and Eq. (19) is used to solve for the CoR (xc , yc ),
then the frictional moments about the CoR and the center o
can be obtained from Eqs. (20) and (21). These are the limit
frictional moments corresponding to the forces Fxe and Fye .
Fig. 3. Force and moment in two dimensions contact area.

which means that the center of friction coincides with the
ZMP.
2.3.2. Rotation. In two dimensions, the situation is
complicated, as the direction of motion at each point on
the sliding surface must be determined to find the direction
of the frictional force. By the law of planar kinematics, the
instantaneous motion of a rigid body in a plane can always
be considered as a pure rotation about the point called the
center of rotation (CoR). The relationship between sliding
motion and total frictional force and moment for the sliding
foot can be calculated by assuming a known CoR location
and then summing up the contribution of frictional force at
each point across the contact area.
Here the finite element solution is used for the twodimensional frictional constraint. Figure 3 shows the
frictional force and moment on the contact area. Let (xc , yc )
be the coordinate of the CoR, and at an arbitrary point
(x, y) in the contact area the local normal force is given
by dFn = ρ(x, y)dA, where ρ(x, y) is the local pressure
distribution (obtained previously), and dA is the infinitesimal
area at point (x, y). The direction of the force is perpendicular
to the line through the point (x, y) and CoR. From the
geometry in Fig. 3, we get the frictional force as

Fx =

μρ(x, y)




Fy =

μρ(x, y)


(y − yc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2
−(x − xc )
(x − xc

)2

+ (y − yc

)2

dA,
(19)
dA,

and the frictional moment about the center o and the CoR is,
respectively,

Moz =

μp(x, y)



+

μp(x, y)



MCoR = −

x(x − xc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2

dA

y(y − yc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2

dA, (20)

μp(x, y) (x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2 dA,
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2.4. Stability considering frictional constraint
With the above analysis, the stability considering frictional
constraint can be determined in two steps. First the ZMP
criterion is evaluated. If a robot can satisfy this criterion,
it will not tip over. And then the frictional constraint is
considered. In order to prevent the robot from slipping,
both frictional force and frictional moment should be
simultaneously less than the limits of the frictional force
and moment that the floor can provide.

3. Analytic Solutions of the Frictional Moment
Expression of the frictional moment in closed form is desired
for the stability analysis and walking pattern generation for
biped walking. It is obtained for both rectangular and circular
contacts in this section.
3.1. For rectangular contact
From Eqs. (19) and (20), we can get the following integrals
over the contact area:
Fx =
Fy =
Moz =

 l

w

μρ(x, y)
−l

 l

−w
w

μρ(x, y)
−l

 l

−w
w

μρ(x, y)
−l

+

−w

 l

w

μρ(x, y)
−l

−w

(y − yc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2
−(x − xc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2
x(x − xc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2

dxdy,
dxdy,
dxdy

y(y − yc )
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2

dxdy.
(22)

These can be integrated by the iterated integral method.
For Fx , the integration can be performed first with dy, and
then with dx; and for Fy , the integration order is inverse,
that is, first with dx, followed by with dy. And for Moz , the
integration can be fulfilled in two steps. The first step is to
integrate the first part, starting with dy and then with dx;
and the second step is to integrate the second part, starting
with dx and then with dy. The final results are shown in
Appendix A.
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with
sin ϕ = 

dω =

py
, cos ϕ = 
,
px2 + py2
px2 + py2
px

∂x ∂x
ζ η
∂y ∂y
ζ η

dA = dA,

where dω is the infinitesimal area at point ω(ζ, η).
The frictional force dF then takes the following form
dF = (H1 η + H2 )dω,
where
H1 = μ

Fig. 4. Force and instantaneous center of rotation.

 2
p2
Fz 
  px +  y , H2 = μ Fz .
4
R
R 4
πR 2
πR 2
2

3.2. For circular contact
The situation of circular contact is different from that of
rectangular contact. Since the√limits of integration
variables
√
are (−R, R) for x and (− R 2 − x 2 , R 2 − x 2 ) for y,
the integration cannot be calculated directly either in the
rectangular coordinate system or in the polar coordinate
system. Another method should be used to get the solution.
The equation of the line through the center of the foot sole
and the ZMP, lo−ZMP , is expressed as
py x − px y = 0.

(23)

(27)

(28)

2

Denote θ the angle between the ζ -axis and the line r from
the CoR to the element dw (see Fig. 4). Then we have
(ζ − ζc )2 + (η − ηc )2 ,

r=
cos θ =

ζ − ζc
∂r
η − ηc
∂r
=
, sin θ =
=
.
r
∂ζ
r
∂η

(29)

The components Fζ and Fη of the resultant frictional force
acting on the foot sole F are

Fζ = (H1 η + H2 ) sin θdω




And the lines of equal pressure lep 1 , according to Eq. (11),
are described as

=

(H1 η + H2 )


py

px

R

2

x+
R

2

2

y + 1 = const.


Fη = −

(24)





py

px

R
2

2

x+
R

2

y + 1 dA.

(25)

2

The magnitude, but not the direction, of the frictional force
is constant along the line of equal pressure. For convenience
of computation, a new rectangular coordinate system ζ oη
is set up with the ζ -axis parallel the lines of equal pressure
and the η-axis passing through the ZMP and the center of
the foot sole (lo−ZMP ), as shown in Fig. 4. Suppose the angle
between the ζ -axis and the x-axis is ϕ, then the equations of
coordinate transformation are
x = ζ cos ϕ + η sin ϕ, y = −ζ sin ϕ + η cos ϕ,
1

(26)

at every point on the line, the normal pressure is the same.
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(H1 η + H2 ) cos θdω

(30)



2
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(H1 η + H2 )

=−

It is clear from Eqs. (23) and (24) that the lines of equal
pressure are perpendicular to the line lo−ZMP , as shown in
Fig. 4.
By Eq. (11), the frictional force at point (x, y) is
Fz
dF = μ
πR 2

∂r
dηdζ,
∂η




MCoR =

∂r
dζ dη
∂ζ

(H1 η + H2 )rdζ dη.


By taking

T1 = (H1 η + H2 ) sin θdη

(H1 η + H2 )

=

η − ηc
(ζ − ζc )2 + (η − ηc )2

dη



1
2
−1 η − ηc
= H1 (η − ηc )r − (ζ − ζc ) sinh
2
ζ − ζc
+ (H1 ηc + H2 )r,

T2 = (H1 η + H2 ) cos θdζ

=

(H1 η + H2 )

ζ − ζc
(ζ − ζc )2 + (η − ηc )2

dζ

= (H1 η + H2 )r,
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T3 =

then

(H1 η + H2 )rdη


=
=

(H1 η + H2 ) (ζ − ζc )2 + (η − ηc )2 dη


η − ηc
1
(H1 ηc + H2 ) (η − ηc )r − (ζ − ζc )2 sinh−1
2
ζ − ζc
1
+ H1 r 3 ,
3

we have



∂T1
dηdζ, Fη = −
∂η



∂T3
dηdζ.
∂η

Fζ =

MCoR =




∂T2
dζ dη,
∂ζ

(34)

Fζ = H1 f2 − H1 f3 cos 2γ − (H1 ηc + H2 )f1 sin γ ,
(32)


Fζ = −


T1 dζ, Fη = −

T2 dη, MCoR = −

T3 dζ.

η − ηc
η − ηc
1
= (ζ − ζc )3 sinh−1
ζ − ζc
3
ζ − ζc

 
3
1
(ζ − ζc ) dη (η − ηc )(ζ − ζc )2
−
dζ.
−
3
r
dζ
r

(ζ − ζc )2 sinh−1

When the integral is taken around the boundary, the integrated
term returns to its initial value and contributes nothing to the
integral. Therefore,

1
=−
3



η − ηc
ζ − ζc

(ζ − ζc )2
[(ζ − ζc )dη − (η − ηc )dζ ].
r

where γ is the angle of the line through the center o and the
CoR with respect to the ζ -axis, as show in Fig. 4, and Fig.
28 in Appendix B. The detailed derivation and expressions
of parameters f1 , f2 , f3 , and f4 are given in Appendix B.

(33)

3.3. The maximum frictional moment
It can be seen that the first two parts of Appendix A and Eq.
(36) uniquely determine the CoR. Once the CoR is specified,
the frictional moment about the CoR can be calculated by the
third part, and then the frictional moment about the center o
can be obtained by Eq. (21).
During biped walking, ZMP is usually desired to be close
to the center of the contact area for a big safety margin. When
the ZMP is at the center of the contact area, the pressure
distribution is uniform. This situation is taken as an example
for analysis here. We know from previous analysis that the
frictional moment Moz depends upon the location of the CoR.
We now prove that when the CoR is at the center of the
contact area, the frictional moment achieves its maximum
value, which means that the system is stablest in terms of
rotational slipping.
In polar coordinates, as shown in Fig. 3, x = τ cos δ, y =
τ sin δ. Equations (19) and (20) can be converted into the
following forms:

Fx (τ, δ, λ, ψ) =




Fy (τ, δ, λ, ψ) =

For convenience of notation, let

(τ sin δ − λ sin ψ)μρ(τ, δ)
dτ dδ,
r
−




I1 =


rdζ, I2 =

(35)



With the method of integration by parts, it is found that

(ζ − ζc )2 sinh−1

Fη = −H1 f3 sin 2γ + (H1 ηc + H2 )f1 cos γ ,
MCoR = −H1 f4 sin γ + 2(H1 ηc + H2 )f2 ,

By applying Green’s theorem, we can convert the double
integral into a line integral around a simple closed curve, that
is,



1
1
MCoR = − H1 I3 − (H1 ηc + H2 )I2
3
2
1
+ (H1 ηc + H2 )(I7 − I4 ).
6
Finally, we get





1
1
Fζ = − H1 I2 − (H1 ηc + H2 )I1 − H1 (I7 − I4 ),
2
6
Fη = −H1 I6 − (H1 ηc + H2 )I5 ,




(η − ηc )rdζ, I3 =

3

r dζ,


(ζ − ζc )2 (η − ηc )
dζ, I5 = rdη,
r


(ζ − ζc )3
dη,
I6 = (η − ηc )rdη, I7 =
r

Moz (τ, δ, λ, ψ) =


(τ cos δ − λ cos ψ)μρ(τ, δ)
dτ dδ,
r

τ 2 − τ λ cos (δ − ψ)
μρ(τ, δ)τ dτ dδ,
r



I4 =

http://journals.cambridge.org
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where
r=

τ 2 + λ2 − 2τ λ cos (δ − ψ).
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Fig. 5. (Colour online) Fx in function of CoR for rectangular
contact.
Fig. 8. (Colour online) Fθ in function of CoR for circular contact.

Fig. 6. (Colour online) Fy in function of CoR for rectangular
contact.
Fig. 9. (Colour online) MCoR in function of CoR for circular contact.

Eqs. (28) and (36), we can derive
Fζ = H2 f1 sin γ , Fη = H2 f1 cos γ , MCoR = 2H2 f2 .
Hence, the frictional force is
F =

Fig. 7. (Colour online) Moz in function of CoR for rectangular
contact.

By differentiating Moz with respect to λ, we find the
distance between the center o and the CoR,
∂Moz
= −λ
∂λ

   3
τ
sin2 (δ − ψ)μρ(τ, δ)dτ dδ
r


≤ 0.

(37)

The partial derivative is always negative unless λ = 0. Thus,
for any value ψ, Moz decreases with the increment of λ. This
shows that Moz achieves the maximum value when the CoR
is at the center of the contact area.
For circular contact, when the ZMP locates at the center
of the contact area, px = 0, py = 0. Substituting this into
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Fζ2 + Fη2 = H2 f1 ,

and the moment MCoR is the function of the radius only
from the center o of the contact area to CoR. Let Fλ and Fγ
be the components of F in the directions of the ray λ and
perpendicular to it, then
Fλ = 0,
MCoR = 2H2 f2 ,

Fγ = H2 f1 ,
Moz = MCoR − λFγ .

(38)

By scanning the CoR along the X- and Y -axes, different
possible combinations of frictional force and moment can
be obtained, which are shown in Figs. 5–7 for rectangular
contact, and in Figs. 8 and 9 for circular contact, where
μ = 0.6, l = 0.104 m, w = 0.0708 m, R = 0.12 m, and Fz =
176.4 Nm.

4. Experiments
In order to verify the effectiveness of the preceding stability
analysis considering frictional constraints, three experiments
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Fig. 11. (Colour online) The force and moment for circular foot.

Fig. 10. (Colour online) Experiment with circular foot.

have been carried with our biped platform, which are
coupling experiments between the frictional force and
moment, walking experiment at high friction floor with low
speed and acceleration, and walking experiment at lowfriction floor with relative high speed and acceleration.
As stated earlier, our platform is an actively walking biped
robot with 6 DoFs, among which the middle four joints are
used to adjust the ZMP and the two joints near the feet
are used for rotational locomotion.6 Two 6-axis force/torque
sensors, Mini45 by ATI, are mounted at the ankle (no joint)
to measure the force and torque. The weight of the robot is
18 kg, the radius of its circular feet is 0.12 m, the length
and width of its rectangular feet are 0.104 m and 0.0708 m
respectively.
The friction coefficient between the feet and the ground is
measured by the experimental method. There are two types of
contacts between the feet and the ground in our experiments.
In the first two experiments, each foot sole is covered with
a thin hard rubber pad (its thickness is about 1.5 mm), and
the floor is of wood covered with aluminum. The friction
coefficient of this rubber–aluminum contact is measured to
be 0.60. The other contact is between steel and marble with
the friction coefficient of 0.25, used in the third experiment,
where the foot is made of steel and the floor is made of
marble.
4.1. Coupling between the frictional force and moment
The procedure of the experiment is as follows. First, the ZMP
of the robot is adjusted at the center of the supporting foot
by the four middle T-type joints. Specific external horizontal
forces are then exerted onto the pulley system, which are used
to change the CoR, as shown in Fig. 10, and the magnitude
can be acquired from the force/torque sensor. The I-type joint
at the ankle (near the supporting foot) rotates with a constant
speed. Finally, the maximum frictional moment is acquired
from the force/torque sensor.
With circular contact, according to Eq. (38), the frictional
force and moment are the functions of the CoR only. By
varying the ratio of CoR, which is indicated by λ to R
from 0 to ∞, all possible combinations of (F, Moz ) can be
calculated, as shown in the Fig. 11. This result agrees with
Dahmen’s2 and Howe’s9 results.
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Fig. 12. (Colour online) The force and moment for rectangular
when ηc = 0.

Fig. 13. (Colour online) The force and moment for rectangular
when ζc = 0.

With rectangular contact, the frictional force and moment
vary as the location of the CoR (ζc , ηc ). In order to discover
the relationship, we first let ηc = 0 and scan ζc from −∞ to
∞, and then set ζc = 0 and scan ηc from −∞ to ∞. Possible
combinations of (F, Moz ) can be calculated, as shown in
Figs. 12 and 13.
In the above two cases, it is found that the frictional force
and moment are coupled. Once the frictional force hits the
maximum value, the frictional moment reaches its minimum
value. Their variation tendencies are opposite. For example,
with circular contact, when λ/R = 0, corresponding to pure
rotation, the frictional moment gets its maximum value; when
λ/R = ∞, corresponding to pure translation, the frictional
force gets its maximum value. In other cases, the frictional
force and moment are less than the maximum frictional force
and moment respectively.
It can be seen from Figs. 11–13 that the experimental
results basically match the theoretical ones with the maximal
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Fig. 15. (Colour online) Vertical forces by sensor 1 (right foot) and
senor 2 (left foot).

Fig. 16. (Colour online) Torques around the X-axis of two sensors.
Fig. 14. (Colour online) Snapshots of the walking experiment at
high friction floor with low speed and acceleration (front view).

error of less than 7%. It can also be seen that the experimental
values are always less than the theoretical ones, this is perhaps
because the foot and the ground are rigid bodies, and cannot
contact very well.
In other cases (in the following biped walking experiment)
where ZMP is not located at the center of the contact area, the
maximum frictional force and moment can also be calculated
in a similar manner.
4.2. Walking on high friction floor at low speed and
acceleration
To examine the variation of ZMP in a practical walking cycle,
experiments are conducted with the biped robot with circular
feet. The robot walks with the turning-around gait in the
following steps: (1) The robot switches standing state from
double-feet supporting to single-foot supporting (by the right
foot) through the motion of the upper four T-type joints; (2)
it then rotates clockwise around the supporting foot by 180◦ ;
(3) it puts the swinging foot (the left one) on the ground
for double-feet supporting; (4) similar to step (1), the robot
switches to single-foot supporting phase (by the left foot); (5)
the robot rotates counterclockwise around the new supporting
foot by 180◦ ; and (6) finally, the robot puts the swinging
foot (the right one) on the ground to get back to double-feet
supporting phase. Figure 14 shows some snapshots of steps
(1) to (3), the walking is in the Y -axis.
When the robot walks on a floor with high friction at low
speed and acceleration, the frictional force and moment may
prevent the foot from sliding. In this experiment the complete
walking cycle takes about 35 s: the first step takes 3.5s, step
(2) takes 11.5 s (t = 3.5 − 15 s), steps (3) and (4) take 6 s
(t = 15 − 21 s), step (5) takes 10 s (t = 21 − 31 s).
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Fig. 17. (Colour online) Torques around the Y -axis of two sensors.

Fig. 18. (Colour online) Torques around the Z-axis of two sensors.

The actual forces and moments exerted onto the feet are
measured by the six-axis force/torque (F/T) sensors mounted
at the ankles, with a sampling rate of 33 Hz. The positive
and negative values of the measured force in the Z-axis
correspond to pulling and pushing forces on the senors
respectively, and the positive and negative values of the
measured torque correspond to the counterclockwise and
clockwise directions around the axis respectively.
Figures 15–18 show the measured forces in the Z-axis and
torques about the three axes respectively. Note that during
steps (2) and (5) (the turning-around phase, t = 3.5 − 15
s and t = 21 − 31 s), the robot rotates with an angular
acceleration to a constant angular velocity for a while
and then decreases to zero angular velocity. During the
acceleration and deceleration, the generated moments about
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Fig. 20. (Colour online) Vertical forces by sensor 1 (right foot) and
senor 2 (left foot).

Fig. 19. (Colour online) The ZMP trajectory of walking on high
friction floor at low speed and acceleration.

the Z-axis vary largely, as shown in Fig. 18. But even with
constant angular velocity, the moments exist and vibrate due
to non-smooth motion and friction of the ankle joints (Itype joints) caused by the non-precise manufacturing of the
mechanical system. The measurement noise and error exist
in other phases and steps.
According to the measured vertical force and horizontal
moments, the ZMP trajectory can be computed and plotted
as shown in Fig. 19, where the upper two sub-figures are time
histories of the X- and Y -axes components of the ZMP, and
the lower one shows the ZMP on the ground (overview).
It can be clearly seen that the ZMP is within the stable
region, and hence the biped robot does not tip over. While the
biped robot rotates around the supporting foot, the horizontal
component of external force is close to zero, and hence the
frictional torque can be calculated according to Eq. (36),
which is about 5.4 Nm. We can see from Fig. 18 that the
maximum value of the external vertical moment is no more
than 1.5 Nm, and hence the biped does not slip.
4.3. Walking on low-friction floor at relative high speed
and acceleration
When walking on a floor with low friction at relative high
speed and acceleration, the biped robot may slip. In this
experiment the complete walking cycle takes about 16 s: the
first step takes 2 s, step (2) takes 5 s (t = 2 − 7 s), steps (3)
and (4) take 2 s (t = 7 − 9 s), step (5) takes 5 s (t = 9 −
14 s).
Figures 20–23 show the measured force in the Z-axis and
torques about the three axes, respectively. Compared with
the preceding experiment, the velocity and acceleration of
joint motion are high. The torques around the X- and Z-axes
are also high accordingly, especially in steps (1), (3), (4),
and (6) (t = 0 − 2 s, t = 7 − 9 s, and t = 14 − 16 s) for
the torque around the X-axis, and in steps (2) and (5) (the
turning-around phase, t = 2 − 7 s and t = 9 − 14 s) for
the torque around the Z-axis. The vertical force and the
torque around the Y -axis change little, since the motion in
these directions is little or smooth.
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Fig. 21. (Colour online) Torques around the X-axis of two sensors.

Fig. 22. (Colour online) Torques around the Y -axis of two sensors.

Fig. 23. (Colour online) Torques around the Z-axis of two sensors,
without compensation.

The ZMP trajectory is similar to the above one, the
difference lies in change of the time and the double
supporting phase, which affects little the walking stability.
For the sake of brevity, the ZMP trajectory is omitted here.
In single supporting phase, the distance between the center
o and the ZMP is the same as that in the above experiment.
But the maximum value of the external vertical moment is
larger, since the velocity and acceleration of the rotation are
high. The friction coefficient between the foot and the ground
is only 0.25, and the limit of the frictional torque is 2.25 Nm.
Hence, the biped robot slips, as shown in Figs. 23 and 24. In
Fig. 23, the maximum value of the external vertical moment
is higher than the limit of frictional moment. It can be seen
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Fig. 24. (Colour online) Snapshots of the walking experiment
at low-friction floor with relatively high speed and acceleration
without moment compensation (side view).

Fig. 27. (Colour online) Snapshots of the walking experiment at
low-friction floor with relatively high speed and acceleration with
moment compensation (side view).

Fig. 25. Moment compensation by rotating the swinging foot (top
view).

denotes the total mass of the swinging foot and the body,
d be the distance between the center of the standing foot
and the center of mass of the body plus the swinging foot.
Consider the moment about point o. Suppose the robot rotates
around the supporting foot (about point o) counterclockwise
with angular acceleration θ¨1 and the swinging foot rotates
clockwise with angular acceleration θ¨2 . The moment Tb about
point o caused by the robot rotation, and the moment Ts
caused by the rotation of the swinging foot are, respectively,
Tb = Md θ¨1 , Ts = Js θ¨2 ,

(39)

where Js is the rotational inertia of the foot about its rotational
axis. Then the total moment T about point o is calculated by
T = Tb + Ts = Md θ¨1 + Js θ¨2 .

(40)

It is desired that the moment T be kept to zero during
walking. To this end, θ¨2 can be calculated as
Fig. 26. (Colour online) Torques around the Z-axis of two sensors,
with compensation.

from Fig. 24 that the supporting foot slides on the ground,
indicated by change of distance between the black bold line
and the red line during the acceleration and deceleration
motion.
In order to prevent the robot from rotationally slipping
about the supporting foot, we compensate the external torque
exerting on the supporting foot by rotating the swinging
one.21 Refer to Fig. 25, the robot is modeled as three mass
points consisting of the body and the two feet. Let M
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Md θ¨1
θ¨2 = −
.
Js

(41)

By integrating Eq. (41), we can obtain the angular velocity
and the position of the swinging foot for compensation.
Theoretically the external torque can be compensated to
be zero. But due to restriction of the joint motion of our biped
robot, it can be reduced to a stable region by about 1 Nm only
in this experiment. Figure 26 shows the measured torques
about the Z-axis. Note that the torque of the swinging foot is
somehow high, but it does not affect the walking stability. It
can be seen from Fig. 27 that the supporting foot is stationary
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on the ground all the time, the black bold line coincides with
the red line.

5. Conclusions
The zero moment point is the most common criterion of
stability evaluation for biped and humanoid robots. However,
it is not sufficient in some cases, such as low friction on the
ground or rotation of robot around the supporting foot. In
this paper, we have considered possibility of translational and
rotational slipping of the foot on the ground by investigating
frictional constraints. The closed-form solutions of the
maximum frictional force and moment with circular and
rectangular feet have been obtained. Then the stability of
a biped or humanoid robot can be evaluated with both ZMP
and frictional constraints. To verify the effectiveness of our
stability analysis, experiments have been carried out with
our 6-DoF active walking biped robot. The experimental
results of the limit frictional force and moment basically
match the theoretical results. The experiment of our biped
robot walking with the turning-around gait verified that the
ZMP combining with frictional constraints can fully evaluate
the stability of biped walking.
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Appendix A. Integration of force and moment of rectangular contact
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+ {(l + yc )
3
4
2


w − yc + (l + xc )2 + (w − yc )2
axc + 2byc + c a(l + xc )
+
ln
+ (l + xc )3 −
6
8
−w − yc + (l + xc )2 + (w − yc )2



yc (axc + byc + c)
(w − yc )(axc + 2byc + c) b(w − yc )2
+ (w − yc )2
+
+
3
4
2


l − xc + (l − xc )2 + (w − yc )2
2axc + byc + c b(w − yc )
−
ln
+ (w − yc )3 −
6
8
−l − xc + (l + xc )2 + (w − yc )2



b(w + yc )2
yc (axc + byc + c)
2 (w + yc )(axc + 2byc + c)
−
−
+ (w + yc )
3
4
2


l − xc + (l − xc )2 + (w + yc )2
2axc + byc + c b(w + yc )
+
ln
+ (w + yc )3 −
6
8
−l − xc + (l + xc )2 + (w + yc )2
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π
2

×


sin2 β cos2 β βdβ + 8Rλ sin2 γ

0
π
2

×

sin2 β βdβ,

0



π
2

I3 = 4Rλ(R + λ) sin γ
3

(1 − 2 sin2 β)

3

βdβ,

0



π
2

I5 = −4Rλ(R + λ) cos γ

(1 − 2 sin2 β) βdβ,

0

I6 = −16R (R + λ) sin 2γ
 pi/2
×
sin2 β cos2 β βdβ + 2R(R + λ)2 sin 2γ
2


Fig. 28. Integration around circular contact area.

0
π
2

×

βdβ
0

Appendix B. Integration of circumference
of circular contact
With Green’s theorem, the double integral can be inverted
into line integral around circumference. In order to calculate
the integration around circumference, let λ and γ be polar
coordinates of the CoR, the distance from CoR to any point
on the circumference whose polar angle is α + γ be r, and
the supplement of α be 2β, which means α + 2β = π, as
shown in Fig. 28. Then,

0



6

sin β
dβ
β



Here

1−

k2

sin2

π
2

dβ
=
β

0

β,



we have

π
2



β.

In tracing the circumference in the counterclockwise
direction, that is α increases from 0 to 2π, and β decreases
from +π/2 to −π/2, we get
I1 = 4R(R + λ)

(1 − 2 sin2 β) βdβ,

0

I2 = 4R(R + λ)2 sin2 γ
 π
2
βdβ − 16R 2 (R + λ) cos 2γ
×
0
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1 − k 2 sin2 β
π
2

βdβ =

dβ

,

1 − k 2 sin2 βdβ

0

are Legendre’s complete elliptic integrals of the first and
second kinds for modules k, and are represented by the letters
K and E respectively. The other integrals are reducible to
these, for


π
2

sin2 β dβ =

0



π
2

π
2

1 − k2
1 − 2k 2
K
−
E,
3k 2
3k 2

sin2 β cos2 β dβ=−

0



0
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π
2

0

0

π
2

2

π
2





2

sin2 β
dβ
β
0


R + 3λ 2
sin γ
+ 16R (R + 2λ) cos2 γ − R 2
R+λ
 π
2 sin4 β
dβ.
×
β
0
×

and let

r = (R + λ) ×



− 8R (R + λ)(2R + λ) cos γ − 2R sin γ

dη = 2R cos(2β − γ )dβ.

β=

32R 3 λ
dβ
−
cos 2β
β
R+λ

2

Since

4Rλ
≥ 1,
k =
(R + λ)2

2

0
π
2

×

η − ηc = R sin(2β − γ ) − λ sin γ ,

2

π
2

I7 − I4 = 4R(R + λ) cos γ


sin2 β βdβ,

0


2

ζ − ζc = −R cos(2β − γ ) − λ cos γ ,

(R + λ)2 ≥ 4Rλ,

π
2

− 4Rλ(R + λ) sin 2γ

r 2 = R 2 + λ2 + 2Rλ cos 2β = (R + λ)2 − 4Rλ sin2 β,

dζ = 2R sin(2β − γ )dβ,



3

βdβ = −

2 − 3k 2 +k 4
2−2k 2 +2k 4
K+
E,
15k 4
15k 4

4 − 2k 2
1 − k2
K+
E,
3
3
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π
2

sin3

3

dβ =

0
π
2

1
1
sin2 β
dβ = 2 K − 2 E,
β
k
k

π
2

2 + k2
2 + 2k 2
sin4 β
dβ =
K
−
E,
β
3k 4
3k 4

0

0
π
2

0

3 − 7k 2 + 4k 4
3 − 13k 3 + 8k 4
K
−
E,
15k 2
15k 2

f1 (λ) =

8R 2 (1 − k1 )
{−2(1 − k 2 )K + (2 − k 2 )E},
3k 4

f2 (λ) =

8R 3
{[(−20 + 35k 2 − 15k 4 ) + k1 (20 − 25k 2 + 5k 4 )]K
45k 6
+ [(20 − 25k 2 + 15k 4 ) + k1 (−20 + 15k 2 − 10k 4 )]E},

f3 (λ) =

8 + 3k 2 + 4k 4
8 + 7k 2 + 8k 4
sin6 β
dβ =
K−
E.
6
β
15k
15k 6


k12

=1−k =
2

R−λ
R+λ

2

R−λ
⇒ k1 =
.
R+λ

32R 4 (1 − k1 )3
{[−2 + 3k 2 − k 4 ]K + [2 − 2k 2 + 2k 4 ]E},
15k 8

we get
I1 = f1 sin γ , I2 = f3 cos 2γ − 3f2 , I3 = 3f4 sin γ ,
I5 = −f1 cos γ , I6 = f3 sin 2γ , I7 − I4 = 3f3 cos 2γ + 3f2 .

Replacing λ in terms of k1 and taking
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+ [(12 − 17k 2 + 7k 4 ) + k1 (−12 + 7k 2 − 2k 4 )]E},
f4 (λ) =

The complementary module is k1 ,

8R 3
{[(−12 + 23k 2 − 11k 4 ) + k1 (12 − 13k 2 + k 4 )]K
15k 6
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